Muscle forces predicted using optimization methods are coordinate system dependent.
Optimization methods are widely used to predict in vivo muscle forces in musculoskeletal joints. Moment equilibrium at the joint center (usually chosen as the origin of the joint coordinate system) has been used as a constraint condition for optimization procedures and the joint reaction moments were assumed zero. This study, through the use of a three-dimensional elbow model, investigated the effect of coordinate system origin (joint center) location on muscle forces predicted using a nonlinear static optimization method. The results demonstrated that moving the origin of the coordinate system medially and laterally along the flexion-extension axis caused dramatic variations in the predicted muscle forces. For example, moving the origin of the coordinate system from a position 5mm medial to 5mm lateral of the geometric elbow center caused the predicted biceps force to vary from 12% to 46% and the brachialis force to vary from 80% to 34% of the total muscle loading. The joint reaction force reduced by 24% with this medial to lateral variation of the coordinate system origin location. This data revealed that the muscle forces predicted using the optimization method are sensitive to the coordinate system origin location due to the zero joint reaction moment assumption in the moment constraint condition. For accurate prediction of muscle load distributions using optimization methods, it is necessary to determine the accurate coordinate system origin location where the condition of a zero joint reaction moment is satisfied.